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Abstract 

Since the global financial crisis, non-reserve-issuing economies (NREs) have been highly sensitive 
to episodes of external pressures. With monetary policy independence constrained by this 
sensitivity, many NREs have utilized other policy instruments. This paper confirms the 
vulnerability of NREs to external shocks and finds that in some circumstances managing such 
shocks with multiple instruments can both lessen the policy response required from any one policy 
tool to financial and external shocks and increase the effectiveness of policies in stabilizing macro-
financial conditions. Effectiveness however does not always imply appropriateness, which rests on 
an evaluation of potential trade-offs and unintended consequences.   
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INTRODUCTION 

While globalization has produced many benefits, the accompanying size and volatility of capital 
flows also posed policy challenges for small financially integrated non-reserve issuing economies 
(NREs).1 The global financial crisis (GFC) led systemic economies to undertake unprecedented 
measures to support the recovery and which produced abrupt swings in risk sentiment, volatility in 
financing conditions, and large movements in capital flows. As such the post-GFC period saw 
periods of pressure on NREs affecting local financing conditions and exchange rates through volatile 
capital flows and spreads, and raising concerns about economic and financial stability.2 Indeed, this 
period demonstrated how external financial conditions can complicate policymaking in NREs.  

Using a sample that covers both the pre-GFC period and its immediate aftermath, the paper confirms 
NREs’ vulnerability to spillovers (Section II). In line with the extensive literature on global 
spillovers from large economies (e.g. Rey, 2015 or Arregui et al., 2018), analytical work in this 
paper confirms that NREs are heavily affected by both real and financial external conditions, which 
can affect policy independence and 
hamper policy settings in these countries.3 
This paper considers the impact of 
changes in external financial conditions on 
policy independence in two different 
ways: first, the effect on the policy rate 
chosen by policymakers; and, second, the 
direct impact on domestic financial 
conditions (irrespective of policy rate 
changes). 
 
Among NREs, both advanced economies 
(AEs) and emerging markets (EMs) have 
revised their policy frameworks over the 
past decade or so. EMs have continued their transition towards inflation targeting as a key monetary 
policy objective, moving away from monetary and exchange rate targets. Both advanced economies 
and emerging markets have also made greater use of macroprudential measures (MPMs) to limit the 
build-up of systemic financial risks. Some EMs have also increased their use of capital flow 
management measures (CFMs). Section III outlines how the use of alternate—more targeted—

 
1 For the purpose of this analysis, “reserve currency issuers” refers to issuers of the major reserve currencies (euro, pound, US dollar, 
and yen). Such reserve issuing countries include all euro area countries, Japan, the U.K., and the U.S. Other countries that issue a 
reserve currency held in relatively small quantities by governments and institutions as part of their foreign reserves will be considered 
NREs. 
 
2 By definition, NRE central banks do not have a function of lender of last resort of foreign exchange (FX) liquidity. However, this 
paper’s view is that such function would not be critical during non-stress periods. For the importance of the FX lender of last resort 
function in NREs during severe stress periods, see discussion in IMF (2013a).  
 
3 Monetary policy independence is understood as the ability of NRE central banks to set interest rates independently of 
international rates (Aizenman et al., 2013).  
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measures such as FXI, MPMs, and CFMs have in general been complementary to that of traditional 
macroeconomic policy tools.  

Given the increasing use of policy combinations to manage external volatility by NRE policy 
makers, this paper considers two important questions: a) what are the conditions under which 
particular policy combinations may be most effective; and b) what weights should be placed on each 
instrument to make a combination most effective? This paper provides some elements of a response 
to these questions, suggesting the need for further policy research (including at the country level). In 
this paper, effectiveness refers to the extent to which various policy tools and combinations can help 
dampen volatility in growth and inflation. This, in turn, is based on how key macroeconomic 
aggregates and financial prices (mainly interest and exchange rates) respond to the use of these 
instruments. Effectiveness is thus intertwined with the transmission channels of macroeconomic and 
other policies, and any potential interactions between these policies. Effectiveness, however, does 
not imply appropriateness. 4  Other factors—including initial conditions, the stage of the financial 
cycle, macroeconomic policy imbalances, the costs of activating a particular tool as well as any 
possible unintended consequences which may result from the prolonged use of such tools—also 
matter for the appropriateness of a particular policy choice.  

The paper’s key messages relate to the transmission and effectiveness of instruments and different 
policy combinations: 

 
• NREs’ vulnerability to spillovers. In a sample of 11major EMEs selected to provide broad 

coverage across regions, domestic policy rates react directly to both external financial conditions 
and external real factors. There is also a high sensitivity of domestic yields and exchange rates to 
external financial shocks irrespective of changes in domestic policy rates. Both these findings 
suggest a loss of monetary policy independence. Spillover analysis using a large sample of 66 
NREs confirms their vulnerability to global financial shocks. However, NREs with a more 
flexible exchange rate regime, and those which deploy alternative, more targeted instruments, 
seem to regain some monetary policy autonomy.    

• Transmission and effectiveness of policy instruments. In the sample of 11 major EMEs, interest 
rate-based monetary policy can effectively influence both output and inflation and transmits 
through long-term interest rates. Exchange rate flexibility plays a critical role as a buffer for 
NREs, although foreign exchange intervention (FXI) seems capable of mitigating appreciation 
and depreciation pressures at most in the short run, given the significant impact on the pace of 
foreign exchange (FX), when reserves are adequate and macroeconomic imbalances small. The 
impact of FXI is comparatively larger for countries with CFMs as this reduces offsetting private 
capital flows. During periods of high external pressure, however, interest rate policy can be 
helpful. The results of panel regression analysis for a large sample of 79 NREs indicate that, 
reflecting the importance of the exchange rate and credit channels, NRE central banks tend de 
facto to respond to financial and external stability considerations. However, use of alternate 

 
4 A determination of appropriateness is outside of the scope of this paper as it requires a fuller analysis of costs and benefits of the 
different policy combinations. See Basu and others (2020) and Adrian and others (2020) on the assessment of optimal policy 
combinations in response to external shocks.   
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instruments targeted specifically at these objectives seems to limit the need for them to use 
monetary policy for these considerations. 

• Effectiveness of policy packages. There are important interactions between policy instruments 
which affect the impact of an overall policy package. These depend on the nature of the shock 
and the constraints on monetary policy transmission. In the case of the lower bound constraint on 
monetary policy, the results of a novel open-economy dynamic stochastic general equilibrium 
model  illustrate that a combined policy response to a global supply shock that lowers inflation 
can be more effective than a response that relies on a single instrument.  

These initial findings lay down some markers for further policy research on integrated policy 
frameworks. Policy and analytical work on these issues has progressed at a rapid clip in recent years, 
including under the IMF’s Integrated Policy Framework (IPF) umbrella. Basu et al. (2020) provide a 
comprehensive model that jointly analyzes monetary, exchange rate, macroprudential and capital 
flow management policies and analytically solves for their optimal combination, including how 
these policies interact with different frictions and with each other. Adrian et al. (2020) use a fully-
fledged empirically oriented model which enables them to quantify the policy tradeoffs countries 
face and how different policy tools can be used to mitigate them. Fayad and Poirson (2020) use a 
case study approach for an in-depth assessment of the unorthodox policy responses of seven small 
open economies with flexible exchange rate regimes to external shocks. For emerging markets in 
Asia, Finger and Lopez Murphy (2019) find that monetary policy responds, in addition to inflation 
and output gaps, to an array of external and domestic influences, including the US policy rate, 
capital flows, the exchange rate, and credit growth. Gelos et al. (2019) empirically show for EMs in 
general that monetary policy may not always be effective in addressing external shocks. Brandao-
Marques et al. (2020) find that macro-policies are effective in ‘leaning against’ financial 
vulnerabilities and best accompanied by looser, not tighter, monetary policy.  
 
This paper is structured as follows. Section II establishes the sensitivity of NREs to external 
conditions by estimating the effect of external real and financial shocks on key macroeconomic 
variables and on the policy rate. Section III documents the evolving use of alternative policy tools by 
NREs (III.A) and illustrates how such use is able to help manage macroeconomic developments, 
including by investigating the transmission and effectiveness of traditional monetary policy and how 
the use of alternate tools affects FXI effectiveness and the monetary policy reaction (III.B). It also 
outlines the example of Russia where interest rate policy was an effective part of the policy package 
to stem extreme external pressure in 2014-2015 (III.C) and illustrates the impact and effectiveness of 
alternative policy responses (III.D). Section IV concludes.  

SPILLOVERS FROM EXTERNAL CONDITIONS 

NREs are highly sensitive to changing external demand and financial conditions, even outside 
systemic risk-off events. This sensitivity can constrain their monetary policy independence. This 
could call for the need to deploy other policy tools to assist in achieving domestic policy objectives. 
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To show this sensitivity, the paper applies a pooled panel structural VAR, using monthly data from 
2000 to 2016 from eleven emerging markets.5 
The model includes factors summarizing 
external real and financial conditions, growth, 
inflation, the nominal effective exchange rate 
(NEER), the policy rate and long-term interest 
rates, and domestic credit. In this exercise, 
external conditions are captured by: (1) financial 
factors (namely, country-specific EMBI and 
CDS spreads, US term premia, VIX) and (2) real 
factors (namely, external demand, terms of 
trade, and relevant commodity prices). The 
model is estimated using six lags and a Cholesky identification, which orders external factors before 
domestic activity, prices, and credit. Exchange rates and interest rates are ordered last. The latter 
variables react contemporaneously to all previous ones, but they affect those only with a lag. 
Specifically, the baseline ordering is the following: external financial conditions, external real 
conditions, domestic activity, CPI inflation, private credit growth, the policy rate, long-run yields, 
and the NEER. The results are robust to different orderings.6 

The variance decomposition suggests that real and financial external shocks are the largest 
individual drivers of volatility in small financially integrated NREs. External financial conditions 
contribute the most to movements in domestic yields and the exchange rate, and thus these spillovers 
constrain the monetary policy independence enjoyed by NREs.7On the other hand, external real 
factors are the most important for other variables. The importance of these factors is also confirmed 
in their effect on the dynamics of key macroeconomic variables and financial prices (Figure II.1). A 
strengthening of real external conditions on the one hand raises domestic activity and inflation, and 
leads to an appreciation of the currency. Tighter external financial conditions on the other hand, 
depreciate the exchange rate, which temporarily translates into inflationary pressures despite a 
protracted negative effect on domestic activity. 

  

 
5 The sample used for the analysis in this section includes Brazil, Chile, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Mexico, Peru, Poland, Thailand, 
Turkey, and South Africa providing coverage of major emerging markets across regions, with roughly similar levels of development 
and reliance on interest rates for monetary policy (despite varying degrees of intervention). It also reflects data availability 
constraints—related to data underpinning the external factors—for some other economies. 

6 The results in this section from the pooled VAR are based on the average reactions across the countries in the sample, and thus mask 
the cross-country variation in the duration and the amplitude of the impacts of shocks. A country-specific analysis, not shown here, 
revealed that while the impulse responses from the panel generally represent the reaction of a clear majority of the countries, there are 
often a few exceptions. Aggregate results should be interpreted with theses country differences in mind.  

7 The findings are in line with Chapter 3, April 2017 GFSR. Sensitivity to external spillovers could imply limits to monetary policy 
independence, to the extent that it constrains domestic policy’s ability to respond optimally to foreign financial conditions. 
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Figure II.1. External Factors, Growth, and Inflation1 

 
 

 
_____ 

 

1The impulse response function (IRF) in Figures II.1 to II.3 and II.6 shows reactions to one-standard deviation 
shocks and dotted lines show the 95 percent confidence intervals, in percentage terms, for the eleven EMs in our 
sample. The x-axis represents the 24-months horizon over which the effect of the shocks is analyzed. 
 
Sources: Haver, IMF-IFS, Authors’ calculations 

 

Exchange rates act as an important buffer against external shocks in many NREs. Positive real 
external shocks, such as shocks to commodity prices or external demand, lead to a nominal 
appreciation of the domestic currency, while external financial shocks associated with tighter global 
financial conditions lead to currency depreciation (Figure II.2). Exchange rate flexibility thus 
moderates the impact of real and financial shocks.  
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Figure II.2. External Factors and the NEER 

  
Sources: Haver, IMF-IFS, Authors’ calculations 

 

The concept of monetary policy independence discussed so far relates to the impact of changing 
external real and financial conditions on domestic financial conditions irrespective of policy rate 
changes.  

There is another different, but related, way to consider independence. This second concept of 
independence relates to the impact of changes in external conditions on the policy rates chosen by 
policymakers.8 Here the impact depends on the nature of the external shock, as well as on the extent 
to which other tools (e.g. CFMs and MPMs) are used to reduce the sensitivity of domestic conditions 
to external conditions.  

The impulse responses derived from the estimated VAR models illustrate the dynamic responses of 
the policy rate to domestic and external shocks. In line with large AEs, own inflation and output are 
important drivers of the policy rate in NREs. However, exchange rates, credit, and external real and 
financial factors also have a statistically significant influence on the policy rate. While the specific 
results vary across countries, spillovers vary based on the nature of the shock and can be channeled 
either through exchange rate or credit channels (Figure II.3): 

• Spillovers. Central banks’ policy rates respond to external conditions, with positive real external 
shocks and tighter external financial conditions leading to higher domestic policy rates.9 The 
impact of overall financial external shocks (i.e., those encompassed in the external factor) is, 
however shorter-lived. The initial increase, possibly to stem capital outflows, peaks around six 
months, given a more persistent positive effect on long-term yields (Figure II.6) and the 
significant contractionary effect on domestic activity (Figure II.1).10 

 
8 Policy rates in NREs are affected by external factors, not just by domestic inflation and output as in larger advanced economies. That 
is, the de facto policy rule includes factors beyond those in the standard Taylor rule. Käfer (2014), Aizenman, Hutchison and Noy 
(2011), and Muñoz and Schmidt-Hebbel (2014) investigate such ‘augmented’ Taylor rules. 
9 While factor loadings differ somewhat between countries, a one-standard deviation shock corresponds roughly to a two-standard 
deviation change in the EMBI (equivalent to roughly 250 basis points) or the 5-year CDS spread (equivalent to roughly 265 bps) or a 
three-standard deviation (20-unit) change in the VIX. 
10 IMF (2013a) shows that the duration of global financial shocks is relatively short. 
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• An effective appreciation of exchange rates leads to a significant and persistent reduction of the 
policy rate, reflecting lower expected inflationary pressures.  

• Rapid private credit growth can result in a tightening of interest rate policy over time in order to 
avoid economic overheating or balance sheet strains. 

Figure II.3. The Drivers of the Policy Rate 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Sources: Haver, IMF-IFS, and Authors’ calculations 

 

We then analyze the role of other policy measures in shaping the monetary policy response of NREs 
to global financial shocks. Using the local projection method developed by Jorda (2005), we first 
estimate the average dynamic response of monetary policy rates to external financial conditions in a 
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large sample of 66 NREs during the period 1996Q1 to 2015Q4. In particular, we estimate the 
average dynamic response of monetary policy rate y in country i to global financial shocks GFS for 
each future period k (=1,…,8): 

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡+𝑘𝑘 − 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 = 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘 + 𝜗𝜗𝑡𝑡𝑘𝑘 +  𝛽𝛽𝑘𝑘𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑡𝑡 + 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡𝑘𝑘                                                             (1) 

where 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘 are country fixed effects included to control for unobserved cross-country heterogeneity; 
𝜗𝜗𝑡𝑡are time fixed effects to control for other global shocks.11 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑡𝑡 are approximated by: (i) the 
Federal Funds Rates and (ii) the VIX. The estimates are based on clustered robust standard errors. 

Subsequently, we estimate Equation (1) controlling for country-specific factors and for exchange 
rate and monetary policy regimes. In particular, the exchange rate regimes are classified based on the 
Reinhart-Rogoff classification into three groups: fixed, intermediate, and flexible.12 Members of 
monetary and currency unions, and countries without separated currency tenders are excluded. 
Countries with inflation targeting are identified based on their central banks’ information and IMF 
exchange rate arrangement classification. Finally, we extend Equation (1) to measure the impact of 
additional policies ( 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡) in shaping monetary policy reaction to foreign financial shocks: 

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡+𝑘𝑘 − 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 = 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘 + 𝜗𝜗𝑡𝑡𝑘𝑘 +  𝛽𝛽𝑘𝑘𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑡𝑡 + 𝛿𝛿𝑘𝑘 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 + 𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡 + 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡𝑘𝑘                                           (2)   
 

The results confirm that NREs’ policy rates react directly to Fed policy rate changes, with increases 
in the US policy rate raising domestic policy rates (Figure II.4). The speed of this response differs 
depending on country-specific factors and policy frameworks, including financial development, 
openness, and exchange rate regimes (in line with past studies of policy independence such as IMF, 
2013b, Ricci and Shi, 2016), and Zdzienicka et al, 2015). In particular, policy rates in countries with 
a fixed exchange rate regime react immediately to such shocks, while the impact is delayed for NREs 
with a more flexible exchange rate regime—it becomes statistically significant only after two 
quarters for IT countries with a floating exchange rate regime and after four quarters for countries 
with intermediate exchange rate regimes. An increase in the VIX meanwhile—which directly 
tightens EM financing conditions through the risk premia—leads to a reduction in NRE policy rates.  

The results of this analysis also suggest that the response of monetary policy is softened for countries 
using other policy tools (Figure II.5).13  For instance, the use of MPMs and CFMs for various 
objectives (including to safeguard systemic financial stability) seems as a side effect to dampen the 
reaction of monetary policy in countries with a more flexible exchange rate regime. This finding is 
unsurprising given that these policy tools seek to reduce the sensitivity of domestic economic and 

 
11 Results—available upon request—are robust to different lags, different measures of global financial conditions (e.g., U.S. financial 
cycles –IMF (2015)), and additional controls (e.g., financial crises, recessions).  
12 Dataset retrieved from https://carmenreinhart.com/exchange-rate/.  

13 Zdzienicka, et. al. (2015).  

https://carmenreinhart.com/exchange-rate/
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financial conditions to external shocks. Notably, the impact of CFMs is only significant in the short-
run (first 3 quarters) while that of MPMs is generally less significant but longer-lasting. 
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Figure II.4. External Financial Conditions and the Policy Rate 

   

  

   
__________ 
Note: The y-axis shows the impact of a 1 percentage point shock to U.S. monetary policy rates or change in shocks to VIX on 
the level of the domestic policy rate depending on the exchange rate and monetary policy regimes in a sample of 66 NREs. The 
x-axis indicates the number of quarters after the shock in t=0. The dotted lines indicate the 90-percent confidence interval. The 
VIX shocks are estimated using a VAR model with changes in U.S. monetary policy rates and global oil prices used to capture 
the impact of global real shocks. For countries with more flexible exchange rate regimes, the response of monetary policy to 
VIX shocks become statistically significant 7 quarters after the shock. For countries with fixed exchange rates, the impact of 
VIX shocks on policy rates is statistically significant for all quarters.  
 
Sources: IMF IFS for policy rates, exchange rate, inflation rates, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis for VIX, National Central 
Banks for inflation targeting regimes, Federal Reserve Banks of Atlanta and Wu-Xia (2016) for shadow Rates  
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Figure II.5. The Response of Policy Rates to the FFR and Other Policy Tools 

  

Note: The y-axis shows the impact of a 1 percentage point shock to U.S. monetary policy rates on the level of the domestic 
policy rate based on an average change in MPMs, CFMs, and FXIs across countries and over time.  The shaded area indicates 
the 90-percent confidence interval for baseline estimates (Figure I.4.). * indicates the quarters in which the effect statistically 
significantly varies with other policy tools. For instance, an average change in the CFM index (i.e., sample mean across 
countries and over time) at the time of the shock (t=0) results in a lower reaction of the domestic policy rates to the US monetary 
shocks in the first three quarters of the shocks compared to the reaction of policy rates without CFMs. 

Sources: : IMF IFS for policy rates, exchange rate, inflation rates, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis for VIX, National Central 
Banks for inflation targeting regimes, Federal Reserve Banks of Atlanta and Wu-Xia (2016) for shadow Rates, Cerruti et al 
(2015) for MPMs; Fernández et al (2015) for CFMs. The exchange rate regimes are classified based on the Reinhart-Rogoff 
classification into three groups: fixed, intermediate, and flexible. Dataset retrieved from https://carmenreinhart.com/exchange-
rate/. 

Last, beyond the impact on the policy rate, changes in external conditions (especially financial 
conditions) significantly affect domestic financial conditions directly (Figure II.6). Stronger real 
and tighter financial external conditions significantly raise longer-term bond yields. This is 
independent of changes in the policy rate, and hence suggest a loss of monetary policy 
independence.  

•  

Figure II.6. External Conditions and Long-term Financial Conditions 

  
 

Sources: Haver, IMF-IFS, and Authors’ calculations 
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In sum, external conditions are important for economic and financial developments in NREs, and 
they constrain policy independence. There are a number of reasons for this. First, NRE central 
banks face more pressures on exchange rates through volatile capital flows than reserve issuers. 
Second, NREs face significant pass-through of exchange rate fluctuations to inflation, although to 
varying degrees depending on the extent of the credibility of the central bank. Third, some NREs 
are subject to large FX balance sheet mismatches. These factors create trade-offs for central banks 
beyond the standard trade-off between output and inflation summarized by the Phillips curve, 
further complicating monetary policymaking.  

EFFECTIVENESS OF POLICY COMBINATIONS 

This section focuses on how the use of various policy tools is able to help manage macroeconomic 
developments. Specifically, it discusses (i) the evolving use of alternative policy tools by NREs; 
(ii) the transmission of shocks and policies to the domestic economy and how the monetary 
reaction varies depending on the combination of instruments used; and (iii) the effectiveness of 
policy combinations in addressing the impact of these shocks. Key findings are that despite some 
loss of independence, monetary policy remains an effective policy tool in part by affecting long 
term interest rates, and that the impact of policy combinations depends on the nature of the shock, 
the strength of the transmission channel, and policy constraints.15 

When confronted by external shocks—whether idiosyncratic or systemic—policymakers can 
choose from a variety of tools. The traditional tools—interest and exchange rates—relate directly 
to the country’s monetary settings. As confirmed by the findings in Section II, allowing exchange 
rate flexibility can allow a country to maintain independent control over its domestic interest rate. 
Such independence is lost if the exchange rate is fixed or stabilized through intervention in a 
setting where capital flows relatively freely. However, other tools have been increasingly used in 
recent years as discussed below. 

A.   The Use of Additional Instruments 

In addition to their reliance on macroeconomic policy, policymakers have made use of additional 
instruments to help manage rising financial sector stability risks (Figure III.1). Increased use of 
CFMs in conjunction with other policies, for example, formed an important part of the response to 
the 2009–12 capital inflow surge. Some countries affected by crises also found CFMs on outflows 
a helpful tool. Many countries have also made use of MPMs, especially measures designed to limit 
financial stability risks arising from housing market developments (e.g., loan-to-value and debt-to-
income ratios). MPMs are designed to limit systemic risks, including risks arising from the 
procyclicality in financial markets. Depending on the tool used, the type of variable targeted, and 
the state of the financial cycle, MPMs can have significant mitigating effects on credit 

 
15 This is in line with the findings for ASEAN-5 countries in IMF (2016). 
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developments; however, empirical evidence on which policies are most effective in reducing the 
growth rates of overall credit and household and corporate sector credit is still elusive.16  

The pace of net reserve accumulation slowed in many regions during 2009-15. This slowing 
reflects the increased use of reserves to manage outflow episodes. However, while there has been 
increased two-sided intervention since the global financial crisis, not all countries have felt free to 
use intervention in response to external pressures.  

Figure III.1. The Use of Additional Instruments 

  

 
 Sources: Cerutti et al. (2015) for MPMs and Fernández et al. (2015) for CFMs. 

Additional policy tools, including CFMs, MPMs, and intervention, have generally played a 
complementary role to macroeconomic policies, especially during tightening episodes. Simple 
correlation analysis indicates that monetary policy, CFMs (on both inflows and outflows), and FXI 
have been used in complementary ways, while the interactions between monetary policy and 
MPMs have varied with the stance of monetary policy.17 In particular, during a tightening phase, 
MPMs and monetary policy tend to work in tandem (complements), whereas when monetary 

 
16 See, for instance, Lim and others (2011), Galati and Moessner (2013), Cerutti, Claessens, and Laeven (2015), and Akinci and 
Olmstead-Rumsey (2016).   
17 IMF (2015b) and IMF (2016). 
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policy eases, MPMs tend to be tightened (substitutes). Some complementarity (joint tightening and 
joint easing) also seems to exist between FXIs, MPMs, and CFMs (Table III.1).18  

Table III.1. Correlations Between Use of Different Policy Tools 
(2000–15) 

 

_________ 
Sources: Cerutti et al. (2015) ; Fernández et al. (2015); IMF IFS; and Authors' calculations.  

* indicates significant at 10 percent. 
 

B.   Monetary Policy Transmission and the Impact of Additional Instruments on FXI 
Effectiveness and the Monetary Policy Response 

This section investigates the transmission and effectiveness of traditional monetary policy and how 
the use of alternate tools affects FXI effectiveness and the monetary policy reaction. Policy rate 
changes affect output, in part by affecting longer-term interest rates (Figure III.2). Inflation is 
highly responsive to output, and this Phillips Curve relationship would thus seem an important part 
of the transmission process. Nonetheless, the direct impact of policy rates on inflation seems to be 
limited, reflecting a persistent “price puzzle,19” consistent with findings in the literature. 

 

 

 

 
18 Similar pairwise correlations for Asian countries in Bruno, Shin, and Shim (2014) suggest that monetary policy, macroprudential 
policy, and capital flow measures are all complements (i.e., jointly tightened or eased). Akinci and Olmstead-Rumsey (2015) 
differentiate housing and non-housing macroprudential tools, finding that the non-housing measures work in tandem with monetary 
policy (complements), while the housing measures are tightened when monetary policy is eased and vice-versa (substitutes). 
19  A persistent “price puzzle”—the finding that positive interest rate shocks result in higher inflation in impulse response 
analysis—has been a common feature of many monetary policy VARs, both for advanced- and emerging economies since Sims 
(1992). For advanced economies, alternative identifications (Kim and Roubini, 2000) and the inclusion of additional information 
(e.g. Bernanke, Boivin and Eliasz, 2005, Banbura, Giannone and Reichlin, 2010) have attenuated or even eliminated the puzzle. For 
EMs, however, none of the strategies has so far succeeded in eliminating the puzzle.  

Policies
MP 

tightening 
MP 

easing 
MPPs CFMs FXIs

MP tightening 1.000
MP easing 1.000
MPPs 0.084* -0.096* 1.000
CFMs 0.156* -0.038 0.249* 1.000
FXIs 0.069* -0.058 0.017 0.087 1.000
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Figure III.2. The Effect of a Monetary Policy Shock 

 
Sources: Haver, IMF-IFS, and Authors’ calculations 

 
Changes in the nominal effective exchange rate significantly affect both growth and inflation, 
although the impact is affected by structural characteristics (Figure III.3). Despite the easing effect 
on monetary policy, nominal exchange rate 
appreciation feeds through to lower inflation 
(in line with past studies on FX pass-through, 
such as Caselli and Roitman, 2019, and 
Frankel et al., 2012).20 However, pass-
through depends heavily on the structural and 
institutional characteristics of the country, 
including the credibility of the central bank 
which can limit second-round effects ( Caselli 
and Roitman, 2019).  

With the exchange rate having potent effects 
on growth and inflation, it has been an 
important tool for managing volatility in 
many NREs. Despite the move towards interest rate-based monetary policy, FXI—both spot and 
non-spot—has proven effective at managing temporary external pressures and their inflationary 

 
20 The domestic activity response to a nominal depreciation likely reflects that appreciation is often associated with expanding 
external demand for domestic goods. 

Figure III.3. IRF of Inflation to the NEER 

 
Sources: Haver, IMF-IFS, and Authors’ calculations 
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consequences. The literature provides a mixed picture on the effectiveness of spot FX intervention. 
Ostry et al. (2012) conclude that evidence for the effectiveness of sterilized FXI in EMs is mixed, 
but is generally more favorable than in the advanced economy context. Adler and Tovar (2011) 
found that purchasing foreign currency slowed the pace of appreciation and is more effective at 
slowing appreciation when the exchange rate is already overvalued, with the amount of 
intervention appearing to matter more than the mere presence of the central bank in the FX market. 
Blanchard et al (2013) found that FXI affects exchange rates, and that capital controls and FXI are 
both complements and substitutes: complements because capital controls decrease the elasticity of 
flows with respect to relative rates of return, thereby making FXI more powerful; substitutes 
because both can be used to affect the exchange rate, provided macro policies are appropriate and 
the flows are having an adverse impact on financial and macroeconomic stability.21  
 
Building on Adler and Tovar (2011) and IMF (2013a),  the paper estimates the effect of 
intervention on the exchange rate by applying a two-stage regression to account for endogeneity: 
intervention affects the exchange rate, but the decision to intervene depends on the movements in 
the exchange rate. The first stage regression estimates a central bank’s FX intervention policy 
reaction function. The regression is estimated country-by-country, to allow heterogeneity of the 
response function across countries. Decisions on intervention policy are assumed to depend on 
recent exchange rate moves and volatility, the level of reserves held by the central bank, and the 
extent of exchange rate misalignment.22  

 

In the second stage, each EM’s exchange rate (and its movements) is modeled as a function of 
short-term interest rates and longer-term sovereign spreads, commodity prices fluctuations, market 
volatility (as measured by the VIX), as well as the derived central bank intervention from the first 
stage regression.23 Interaction terms were also added to gauge the effect of CFMs and MPMs, as 
well as fundamentals, on the effectiveness of FX intervention. 

The paper finds spot selling FXI to be effective, particularly when CFMs are in place:  

 
21 However, Zhang and Svirydzenka (forthcoming, 2020) find that such a policy, if prolonged can generate unintended 
consequences via a potential transmission channel from FXI to the FX risk held by banks through their funding conditions. In 
particular, by limiting the potential for exchange rate volatility, greater FXI incentivizes banks to undertake additional FX lending, 
which is particularly sensitive to FX volatility. 

22 In order to highlight asymmetry of the response function, the regression is estimated separately when central bank purchases and 
sells FX. 
 
23 The exchange rate equation is estimated separately for the case where foreign exchange is purchased, and where it is sold in the 
first stage. Two types of relationships are estimated: where the dependent variable is (i) the change in level of the bilateral exchange 
rate against the US$ (change of natural logarithm); (ii) the appreciation/depreciation of bilateral exchange rate (first difference of 
i)).  
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• Selling foreign reserves is effective at absorbing depreciation pressures. Buying foreign 
reserves is also found to significantly moderate appreciation pressures, particularly when 
reserves are adequate, capital flows are restricted, inflation is well anchored, the exchange rate 
is not overvalued, macroeconomic imbalances are limited, and financial markets are less 
developed. However, while FXI significantly influences the pace of exchange rate changes, 
this work does not find a statistically significant impact on the exchange rate level.  

• When CFMs are in place, selling FX intervention has a larger impact on stemming 
depreciation pressures, as expected. Countries with CFMs tend to find a larger impact from 
FXI, as this reduces offsetting private capital flows. 

  

Sources:  Quinn (1997), and Fernández et al (2015) for CFMs; Cerutti et al. (2015) for MPMs, IMF IFS for FX Reserves, and Authors’ 
Calculations. 

 
While experience is more limited, recent non-spot FXI seems similarly effective. Non-spot 
intervention may be different in character than spot FXI, but its impact on the exchange rate can be 
similar. Non-spot intervention does not directly affect the balance of demand and supply in the FX 
market, but can indirectly affect the demand for foreign currency by providing cover against the 
risk from the position held by private agents. If it is effective, non-spot intervention is likely to 
work through the same channels—portfolio and signaling—as spot FX intervention. There is 
limited experience with non-spot intervention.24  

While the exchange rate significantly affects growth and inflation (Figure III.3), developments in 
credit growth are also important for NRE growth and inflation. Inflation and real economic 
conditions respond strongly to credit growth (Figure III.4), which may explain why quantity-based 
tools such as reserve requirements have traditionally been used by many NREs. This finding also 

 
24 Nedeljkovic and Saborowski (2017) find spot and non-spot intervention to be similarly effective in the case of 
Brazil. The analysis employs a common empirical framework, comparing the Brazilian Central Bank’s (BCB) FX 
intervention in the spot markets with that using non-deliverable futures contracts. The BCB has used both these tools 
jointly to address foreign exchange pressure. The paper finds a significant link between intervention (in both spot and 
derivative sates markets) and changes in the Real/Dollar exchange rate. They also find that both spot and non-spot FXI 
are effective in affecting implied exchange rate volatility.  
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suggests that policies such as MPMs, which affect the incentives for risk taking and borrowing, 
can influence the business cycle. 

 

How monetary frameworks have been quantitatively affected by the use of macroprudential 
instruments and capital controls is something on which so far only country case studies have 
concretely focused (Nier et. al., 2012; Bruno, Shim, and Shin, 2017; Balog et al., 2015). To extend 
this analysis, we use panel regression analysis, we find that there are important interactions 
between the monetary policy response and the use of other policies, such as FXI, in NREs (Figure 
III.5).25 Specifically, an analysis of augmented Taylor rules for a sample of 79 countries, of which 
49 emerging markets and developing countries, over 2000-2013 suggests that central banks react 
to financial sector stability and exchange rate concerns, as measured by changes in credit growth 
and NEER that are not explained by macroeconomic developments—i.e., credit and exchange rate 
gaps.26 However, a tightening of MPMs significantly lowers the reaction of policy rates to the 
credit gap. Similarly, a tightening of measures on capital inflows or outflows, or use of FXI, 
reduces the monetary policy reaction to an exchange rate gap (absent such measures, monetary 
policy rates tend to loosen in response to a positive gap, i.e. an exchange rate appreciation that is 
not explained by macroeconomic developments). The results are qualitatively similar when only 
emerging markets are included in the estimation, although the extent to which use of MPMs, 

 
25 “Augmented Taylor rules” account for a broader set of central bank considerations, such as financial stability or exchange rate 
movements unexplained by fundamentals (see Käfer 2014 and references therein). To assess central banks’ reactions to these 
variables one needs to deal with the endogeneity issue as, for instance, financial variables and exchange rates might both be affected 
by macroeconomic fluctuations and monetary policy decisions. Typical solutions usually include the use of real-time data and 
instrumental variable techniques with lagged terms of financial, exchange rate, macroeconomic variables, and policy rates.  
26 The variables are chosen specifically to test to what extent NREs’ monetary policy stance can be explained by financial stability 
or external concerns. In particular, the propensity of monetary policy to react to credit considerations in certain circumstances has 
been termed “leaning against the wind” (IMF, 2015b). For the exchange rate, in the case of IT countries, the central bank only 
reacts to exchange rate volatility that threatens the inflation target rather than for the purpose of stabilizing the exchange rate.   

Figure III.4. IRF of Output and Inflation to Credit 

 
 

Sources: Haver, IMF-IFS, and Authors’ calculations 
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CFMs, or FXI affects the monetary policy reaction for EMs seems somewhat less than for the full 
sample. 
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Figure III.5. Additional Policy Tools Delay the Monetary Policy Response to Credit and 
Exchange Rate Gaps 

 

 

 
  

  

 

_________ 
Note: Blue bars represent the response of the policy rate to a 100 bps shock to credit and exchange rate gaps (changes in credit growth and NEER 
that are not explained by macroeconomic developments). The grey bars represent the policy rate response to such gaps when additional tools 
(MPMs, CFMs, and FXI) are applied (i.e., these tools are interacted with the credit and exchange rate gaps).  

*/**/*** indicates significance at 10, 5, and 1 percent. 

Sources: Cerutti et al (2015) for MPMs; Fernández et al (2015) for CFMs; IMF WEO for policy rates, inflation, and output; and Authors’ 
Calculations. 
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C.   Interest Rate Policy under Extreme External Pressure and FX Market Liquidity 

The experience of Russia in 2014 provides an interesting case study of the use of monetary policy 
through the interest rate to restore exchange market functioning. In 2014, Russia faced two adverse 
shocks: a drop in oil price and a sudden closure of access to international capital markets due to the 
sanctions imposed by some countries. These shocks resulted in significant market turbulence, large 
net capital outflows, significant currency depreciation―95 percent over the course of the 
year―and related inflationary pressures, with elevated concerns for financial stability. Given the 
restricted access Russian banks and companies had to external markets, there was significant strain 
in the FX market. 

On December 16, 2014 the Central Bank of Russia (CBR announced a significant policy 
tightening—raising the policy rate by 650 basis points to anchor inflation expectations including 
by reducing depreciation expectations and mitigating the pass-through effects on inflation.27 While 
liquidity conditions in the FX market tightened upon the policy announcement, they soon after 
began to normalize (Box III.1). In addition to the policy rate change, the outcome was supported 
by other complementary measures aimed at supporting the stability of the financial system and 
expanding FX liquidity provision to banks, which helped ease funding pressures in the FX 
interbank market. The former included temporary forbearance measures on loan classification, 
provisioning, and valuation accounting. The later comprised the expansion of the collateral 
acceptable for FX repo auctions and the temporary easing of restrictions in banks’ lending and 
deposit interest rates. The key policy rate was lowered by 200 basis points on January 31, 2015, 
and by July 2015 the interest rate was back to the level prior to the December 16, 2014 hike.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
27 Effective November 10, 2014 the CBR eliminated its exchange rate corridor and canceled regular foreign exchange interventions, 

adopted a de jure floating exchange rate regime (previously a de jure other managed).  
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Box III.1. The Impact of Interest Rate Policy in the Face of External Pressures 
Facing external pressures the Central Bank of Russia (CBR) introduced a significant change in 
interest rate policy in late-2014. In an unscheduled meeting early on December 16, 2014, the 
CBR decided on a dramatic policy rate hike of 650 basis points (moving to policy rate to 17 
percent) as a critical component of a comprehensive package to confront a strong external 
pressure.28 The interest rate hike―the sixth hike in 2014―followed a 100 bps increase in 
interest rates on December 11 and the introduction of repo transactions to “normalize the 
situation with foreign exchange liquidity..”29 Nonetheless, the ruble depreciated following the 
policy announcement and triggered a significant tightening of liquidity conditions in the FX 
market.  

• Trading volumes increased substantially following CBR’s interest rate hike. 

• Liquidity conditions tightened as the market became one-sided amid rumors of possible 
introduction of capital controls and political criticism against the CBR. Bid-ask spreads 
increased by more than 617 percent relative to their average level during the week prior to the 
CBR’s announcement. The effective cost of transactions increased by 640 percent over the same 
period and liquidity strains remained in place for a few days before normalizing. 

• The impact of trading on the price (exchange rate) increased. The impact of order flows on 
the exchange rate returns increased significantly following the CBR’s interest rate hike and 
remained high before normalizing the week after the policy event. This suggests that the market 
struggled to deal with larger transaction volumes. The return reversal—i.e., the speed with 
which the exchange rate return converges to fundamentals—recovered to its normal dynamics 
(as indicated by the negative coefficient in Table V.1).  
 

Table III.2. Liquidity Conditions in the FX Market Around the December 16, 2014 Hike 
in the Key Policy Rate  

Week before 
Dec. 16 

Dec. 16 Dec. 17 Week after 
Dec. 17 

Memo: Full 
Sample⅟ 

Bid-Ask Spread (bps) 14.38 88.85 242.91 64.44 10.03 
Effective cost of 
transaction (bps) 1.65 10.56 14.44 14.60 1.06 
Price Impact (bps) 2.50 13.56 13.56 -0.42 0.80 

 4.29 -3.63 -21.76 -12.61 0.42 
Traded Volume (index) 89.01 130.82 72.59 36.78 101.95 
      

Source: EBS; and, Author’s calculations (For definitions see text). 

 

 
28 CBR also announced that it intended to introduce in the “near future” foreign exchange lending secured by non-marketable 
assets. These complementary measures were implemented on December 18. 
29 On November 10 CBR abolished the dual currency soft peg along with its automatic interventions―putting an end two decades 
of exchange rate controls. With this decision CBR began to intervene in the market to address “financial stability threats” and 
moved the FX regime closer to a free float. 
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D.   The Impact and Effectiveness of Policy Packages 

This section applies models30 of small open NREs to illustrate the impact of alternative policy 
responses using an expanded toolset. Key conclusions are that the effectiveness of a policy 
package is highly dependent on the type of shock and constraints on monetary policy transmission 
such as the effective lower bound (ELB). 

The analysis builds on the findings in the preceding discussion, which has established that 
(i) monetary policy can transmit through long-term interest rates; (ii) exchange rate flexibility 
plays a critical role as a buffer31; (iii) the credit channel remains effective in many NREs; and (iv) 
there are important interactions between policy instruments which affect the impact of an overall 
package. The discussion compares a policy package with a simpler policy response relying on 
monetary policy and complete exchange rate flexibility. In part 1, the additional tools of FXI and 
CFMs are discussed. In part 2, the effectiveness of a policy package of monetary policy with 
MPMs aimed at reducing systemic risks from foreign currency loans is discussed including in the 
case of the lower bound constraint on monetary policy.  

1. Monetary Policy, FXI, and the Impact of CFMs 
This section outlines the impact of different combinations of interest rate policy and FXI on the 
effectiveness of policy in smoothing the impact of external financial and domestic demand shocks. 
In addition, it argues that the existence of CFMs would reduce the monetary policy and FXI 
response. This discussion uses a stylized New Keynesian small open economy model. 

In the stylized set-up, based on Escudé (2013), the central bank is assumed to manage monetary 
policy through a relatively standard Taylor rule, and also to manage an intervention rule in order to 
stabilize the exchange rate in the face of shocks. We compare two policy regimes: a pure float 
where the central bank follows only its Taylor rule; and a policy using a combination of interest 
rate policy based on a Taylor rule and FX intervention, a so-called managed float regime. Two 
temporary macroeconomic shocks are considered: (i) an external financial conditions shock 
(modeled as a risk premium shock);32 and (ii) a domestic demand shock. As elaborated in Annex I, 
other domestic shocks, like a supply shock, yield qualitatively similar results.  

• Tighter external financial conditions shock. The introduction of exchange rate management via 
FXI ensures the interest rate is less responsive to a rise in the cost of foreign funds (Figure 
III.6). That is, without FXI, a rise in the risk premium leads to a currency depreciation, which 
via import prices results in higher CPI inflation and leads the central bank to raise policy rates. 
Under the regime with the two policy tools, FXI reduces the rate of depreciation and hence 
lowers the impact on inflation. This then results in a lower domestic rate hike to achieve 

 
30 Since the models used in the section are highly stylized intending to characterize interactions between FX intervention/MPPs and 
monetary policy instruments, the results do not fully reflect the effect should FXI create distortions or domestic financial 
intermediation suffer from significant frictions. Because the models are calibrated to small open economies, their results are less 
applicable to more closed NREs, accounting also differences between the models’ results and the empirical evidence in Section II. 
31 Of course, there are costs related to FX intervention like sterilization costs. However, this paper does not explicitly discuss this 
issue in order to focus on the interaction between FX intervention/MPPs and monetary policy instruments. Calibrating appropriate 
policy mix including fiscal would definitely need to count such costs.    
32 Given interest rate parity, the risk premium shock is equivalent to a rise in foreign interest rates.  
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domestic inflation, output and employment objectives. Consequently, FX intervention can help 
manage extreme external pressure, especially if the country has substantial exchange rate pass-
through or currency mismatches (that would exacerbate balance sheet risks following currency 
depreciation).  

Figure III.6. Impact of an External Financing Shock 

 
Sources: Authors’ Calculations 

 

• Domestic demand shock. FX intervention tends to shorten the duration of higher inflation and 
the required policy rate hike in response to the domestic demand shock (Figure III.7). There is 
little difference across the two policy regimes right after the shock as they both result in higher 
inflation and policy rates. However, subsequently FXI limits the extent of exchange rate 
depreciation and keeps inflation and policy rates somewhat lower than when FXI is not used, at 
the cost of a more prolonged current account deficit and lower output. As such, the smoothing 
effect of FXI is significantly lower in the face of a domestic demand shock compared with the 
external financing shock. 

• Overall, the combined use of monetary policy and FXI tends to smooth the impact of the shock 
on the domestic economy. However, the degree of smoothing crucially depends on the nature 
of shock. The use of FXI has a far greater impact on economic developments for an external 
financing shock than in the case of the demand shock. This is because FXI can directly mitigate 
the external financing shocks given interest rate parity, insulating domestic interest rates. 
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Figure III.7. Impact of a Domestic Demand Shock 

 
                                   Sources: Authors’ Calculations 

 

The combination of FXI and interest rate policy also alters the trade-offs policymakers face 
(Figure III.8). The monetary policy frontiers between output and inflation volatility show the best 
(lowest variance) combination of inflation and output variability obtainable given alternative 
weights in the policy rules.33 That is, for different central bank preferences over inflation and 
output volatility, it shows the best possible outcome. For external financing shocks, the two-policy 
regime is superior to a pure float with Taylor rule in the sense that the obtainable output and 
inflation volatility is generally preferable to that available under a pure float. This suggests that a 
combination of FX intervention and interest rate policy could achieve lower output and inflation 
volatility in response to external pressures than a single-instrument response. For domestic demand 
shocks, the central bank faces a trade-off between inflation and output-gap stabilization, as implied 
by the negative slope of the frontiers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
33 Specifically, policy frontiers are derived by altering the Taylor coefficient parameters on output and inflation and looking at the 
simulated volatility of inflation and output for each set of parameters looking at each shock in isolation.  
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Figure III.8. The Policy Trade-off between Inflation and Output Volatility 

  
Sources: Authors’ Calculations 

Based on the discussion in previous sections, the existence of CFMs would likely result in a 
smaller response through interest rate policy and FX intervention. In particular, CFMs limit the 
extent of capital flows for any given external shock and their response to any interest rate 
movement. They also enhance the effectiveness of intervention (as discussed in in section III.B). 
Thus, the impact of the external financial conditions shock would be smaller, and the response of 
policy rates and the amount of FXI would also be smaller than in the absence of CFMs. Given the 
more limited effect of FXI for the demand shock, the CFMs would mitigate the exchange rate 
impact, but not really change the main elements of the policy package. 

2. Monetary, Fiscal, and Macroprudential Policies, when Monetary Policy is Constrained 
In this section, we study the interaction between monetary, fiscal, and macroprudential policies in 
response to external shocks. We find that using a combination of policies—for example, having a 
macroprudential policy targeted at foreign borrowing—enhances the effectiveness of the overall 
policy response, which can ease constraints on monetary policy relevant for NREs facing an 
effective lower bound on policy rates.  

Open-economy dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) models addressing interactions 
between monetary policy and various policy tools to manage external shocks are still limited in 
number. Moreover, most open-economy models do not consider the case when monetary policy is 
constrained, for example, by a lower bound. Chen and Laseen (2017) develop a novel open-
economy DSGE model to investigate how interactions between monetary, fiscal, and certain 
macroprudential policies, in the context of high foreign currency borrowing, affect the central 
bank’s ability to achieve its inflation target.34  

 
34 Specifically, the lower bound constraints faced by some advanced NREs—and possibly some financially-integrated EMs—are 
modeled as an exogenous constraint (fixed level of interest rate) below which the monetary authority cannot lower policy rates. The 
model considers the special case of the lower bound fixed at zero (which is relevant for advanced NREs but not for most EMs). EM 
central banks, however, may take as an “interim” lower bound a positive level of interest rate under some circumstances (e.g., fear 
of capital outflows). If the constraint were a small positive number, we would not expect the results to change qualitatively. A more 
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The analysis considers two additional policy tools in addition to monetary policy and assumes a 
fully flexible exchange rate. A fiscal authority can raise taxes to finance its expenditures. 
Moreover, a macroprudential authority can set a variable levy on foreign borrowing to mitigate 
systemic financial sector risks from the build-up of excessive foreign currency exposures.35  

The model results suggest that, in general, having a macroprudential policy instrument is more 
beneficial than a single instrument (interest rate) response. As illustrated in Figures III.9a, in the 
event of a global supply shock that lowers inflation, the monetary policy responses raise inflation 
faster when the macroprudential instrument is activated to maintain financial stability (blue lines) 
than in its absence (black lines). The policy interest rate does not need to be lowered as much 
where macroprudential policy is activated. The main channel through which the macroprudential 
policy helps to raise inflation faster is the exchange rate depreciation (lower left panel in Figure 
III.9a). In response to the global supply shock, a levy on firms’ borrowing is increased inducing 
firms to further reduce the foreign credit (lower right panel), which, as a result, weakens the 
appreciation pressure caused by the shock. Fiscal policy in combination with monetary policy also 
helps to raise inflation faster (red dotted line,) but its transmission channel is different.  

The results also suggest that the gain from having a macroprudential policy as an additional 
instrument is significantly larger when monetary policy is constrained. Figure III.9b shows that, 
when monetary policy is constrained by the ELB, a macroprudential policy instrument as 
considered in the previous paragraph helps to raise inflation much faster toward the target, in turn 
allowing the policy rate to leave the lower bound earlier. The figures also point to higher fiscal 
multipliers at the ELB, in line with previous studies’ findings.  

The macroprudential policy reduces the externality generated by the ELB. As monetary policy hits 
the ELB, domestic bank credit becomes relatively more expensive compared with the foreign 
credit. Thus, firms choose to borrow relatively more abroad (this is shown as foreign borrowing 
falling less in the baseline when monetary policy is constrained (Figure III.9b) compared with 
when it is unconstrained (Figure III.9a). This generates an externality in that higher capital inflows 
create additional appreciation pressure, which the firms do not internalize. Macroprudential policy 
in the model, which is designed to limit the build-up of systemic risk, could reduce this externality 
by making foreign credit more expensive relative to domestic funding. Hence, firms would borrow 
less in international markets reducing the appreciation pressure resulting from the lower bound on 
interest rates.36 Fiscal policy, on the other hand, carries a larger multiplier because the nominal 
interest rate is not raised (“fixed” at the ELB) in response to an increase in government spending.  

 
complicated case where the constraint is endogenous (e.g., related to the level of external debt) would be a possible direction for 
future work.  
35 This policy measure can be considered to be a CFM as well as an MPM.  
36 Interestingly, this effect is similar to the one discussed by Jeanne and Svensson (2007) and Eggertsson (2006). If the government 
prints nominal liabilities (such as government bonds or money) and purchases foreign exchange, it will incur balance-sheet losses if 
it reneges on an inflation promise because this would imply an exchange rate appreciation and thus a portfolio loss. 
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Figure III.9a. Monetary Policy Rule: Unconstrained Taylor Rule 
(percent deviation from steady state) 

 
Interest Rate                                     Inflation                                     Output Gap 

 
Real Exchange Rate                Government Spending/Output         Firm Foreign Borrowing  

  

Figure III.9b. Monetary Policy Rule: Max (0, Unconstrained Taylor Rule) 
(percent deviation from steady state) 

 
Interest Rate                                     Inflation                                     Output Gap 

 
Real Exchange Rate               Government Spending/Output         Firm Foreign Borrowing  

  
Notes: “MP+MPM” line shows responses under combined monetary/macroprudential policies. 
           “MP+FP” line shows the responses under combined monetary/fiscal policies. 
____________ 
Source: Chen and Laseen (2017) 
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CONCLUSION 

NREs have broadened their policy toolkit to allow greater exchange rate flexibility while including 
MPMs, FXI and, to a more limited degree, CFMs over the past 15 years. In response to the 
COVID-19 related shocks, EMs in particular have allowed the exchange rate to play a large shock 
absorber role while the use of CFMs has been limited so far. The wider use of these tools—
including among AEs after the GFC—has in turn led to growing awareness that policy interactions 
matter. A substantial literature, so far comprising mostly theoretical models and country case 
studies, has studied the impact of policy interactions but not directly measured their extent in 
practice. To help fill this gap, this paper provides both direct measures of the quantitative 
implications of policy interactions for monetary policy independence, monetary policy response, 
and FXI effectiveness and an assessment of the policy mix effectiveness and its transmission. A 
more complete analysis would require the establishment of benchmarks for assessing effectiveness 
of different policy combinations.  

The results confirm that growing financial integration makes NREs susceptible to global financial 
spillovers. In particular, we find that external real and financial shocks affect domestic real and 
financial conditions, policy transmission to long-term rates, and the monetary policy reaction. The 
dependence of monetary policy on international monetary policy spillovers and its response to 
non-traditional objectives (external and financial stability) is attenuated significantly in countries 
which use FXI and/or activate other tools (MPMs and CFMs). We also find that FXI can reduce 
exchange rate volatility and is more effective with CFMs under some circumstances. 

Our findings finally suggest that a policy response that relies on a combination of instruments can 
sometimes be more effective than a single instrument response. A model-based analysis suggests 
that the relative effectiveness of a combined monetary policy response with FXI to external 
pressures is highly dependent on the nature of the shocks. FXI can help smooth the impact of 
external financing shocks, but adds relatively little to the response to domestic demand (or supply) 
shocks. In the case of a global disinflationary shock, the results from a stylized model suggest that 
well-targeted MPMs combined with monetary policy are more effective at stabilizing inflation and 
output than monetary policy alone, particularly when monetary policy faces constraints such as a 
ZLB.  

It would be important to explore the effectiveness of alternative policies in softening the monetary 
policy response to other types of global financial shocks besides US monetary policy shocks. Other 
interactions between instruments used by NREs to stabilize their economies in the face of shocks 
could also be explored. Examples include the interaction between CFMs/MPMs, FXI/MPMs, and 
the nexus between fiscal policy and unconventional tools (including UMP recently deployed by 
some EMs to address market dysfunction from COVID shock). Lastly, a more granular 
examination should be applied in individual country cases given the specifics of policy 
transmission and shocks affecting the economy (see Fayad and Poirson, 2020). This would be 
required to translate the high-level approach taken in this paper into practical policy application at 
the country level.   



 

 

Annex I. Monetary Policy, FXI, and the Impact of CFMs 

This section aims at investigating the economic theory behind various monetary policy 
regimes and evaluating the implications of policy design in managing the cycle. The key 
question that this section addresses is to explicitly account for an intervention policy by the 
CB and to what degree the augmentation of the interest-rate setting rule with exchange rate 
management can in fact lead to better policy outcomes. Below we draw heavily on the model 
by Escude (2013). 
 

I. Model overview 
 

The model closely follows a standard new Keynesian small open economy model as outlined 
in Escude (2013) using the Dynare code provided by the author. Households consume both 
domestic and imported goods as well as hold financial wealth in the form of domestic bonds 
issued by the CB as well as can borrow from abroad by issuing foreign currency bonds. In 
this sense the asset market structure in incomplete. The rate at which households can borrow 
in the international markets consists of the international risk free rate 𝑖𝑖∗augmented by an 
endogenous risk premium which depends on the aggregate debt to GDP ratio (Schmidt-
Grohe and Uribe 2003). Production is carried out by firms producing domestic goods as well 
as exports. Price setting is staggered ala Calvo (1983) and the export good is envisaged to be 
primary good (commodity). The central bank issues currency, domestic currency bonds as 
well as holds international reserves (r) in the form of foreign currency denominate risk free 
bonds issued by the rest of the world.   
 

i. Modelling Risk Premium 
 

The rate at which residents borrow in the international markets is defined by: 

1 + 𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝐷𝐷 = (1 + 𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡 
∗ )ϕ∗τ𝐷𝐷 �

𝐺𝐺𝑡𝑡𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡
𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑌𝑌𝑡𝑡

� 

Where 𝐺𝐺𝑡𝑡 is the nominal exchange rate (domestic/foreign currency), 𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡is foreign debt, 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑌𝑌𝑡𝑡 is 
the nominal GDP, 𝜙𝜙∗ is an exogenous stochastic component that can capture shocks to 
international liquidity and  𝜏𝜏𝐷𝐷 �

𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡
𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑌𝑌𝑡𝑡

� is the gross risk premium which is an increasing 
function of the foreign debt to GDP ratio. This captures the idea of a debt-elastic interest rate 
(Schmitt-Grohe and Uribe, 2003) which ensure stationarity in the model.  

 
ii. Monetary Policy 

 
The central bank issues currency 𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡 which is held by households to lower transaction costs, 
issues domestic currency bonds 𝐵𝐵𝑡𝑡 as well as holds international reserves (𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡) in the form of 
foreign currency denominated risk free bonds issued by the rest of the world. Any profits 
related to interest earned and capital gains from holding reserves are assumed to be 
transferred to the government every period (Adler and Medina 2016), making central banks’ 
net worth constant. Flow budget constraint of the CB is 
 

𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡 + 𝐵𝐵𝑡𝑡 − 𝐺𝐺𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡 = 𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡−1 + (1 + 𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡−1)𝐵𝐵𝑡𝑡−1 − (1 + 𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡−1∗ )𝐺𝐺𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡−1 
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= 𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝐵𝐵𝑡𝑡−1 − 𝐺𝐺𝑡𝑡−1𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡−1 − 𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖_𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑞𝑞𝑓𝑓𝑞𝑞𝑓𝑓 
 
Where quasi-fiscal refers to the interest income and capital gains form FX reserves assumed 
to be transferred to the government every period. The CB balance at each period can 
therefore be stated as 𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡 + 𝐵𝐵𝑡𝑡 − 𝐺𝐺𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡 = 0 which can be interpreted as the CB constraint and 
dictates the sterilization of FX intervention.37  
 

a. Taylor Rule  
 

1 + 𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡
1 + 𝑖𝑖
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�
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Where h0 captures the inertia of setting interest rates not to different from last period’s and 
h1, h2 and h3 capture the weight placed in minimizing deviations from the target inflation, 
steady state output and real exchange rate respectively.38 
 

b. Intervention policy 
 

Here a second operational target is introduced, that of the rate of nominal depreciation, 
whose instrument is the buying/selling of FX reserves by the CB. While this operational 
target can also respond to the same variables as the Taylor rule, in the baseline we assume 
k0=k1=k2=k3=0. The coefficient on foreign reserves k4 is negative – an increase in 
international reserves lowers the rate of deprecation and vice versa. 
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where δ is the nominal depreciation rate and r is the stock of FX reserves.  
 
In the benchmark simulations we try to show how the introduction of a second rule alters the 
response to different shocks and what it implies for the volatility trade-offs between CPI 
inflation and output as we alter the policy parameters. For the benchmark results in section 
IV the following parameters are used: h0=0.2; 
h1=1.2;h2=0.02;h3=0;k0=k1=k2=k3=0;k4=-0.005 
 

 
37 This is a stylized assumption to simplify notation. Some central banks transfer such amounts annually rather than each 
period. Our assumption does not impact on the model’s economic results provided the amounts are saved and sterilized until 
they are transferred. Assuming that the CB is reimbursed for its capital losses ignores a main concern about sterilized FXI 
which is the cost of carry in case the return on reserves is lower that the local interest rate on bonds, or in case the exchange 
rate (S) appreciates and drags the CB to a negative capital position. This quasi-fiscal cost reflects the price of FX purchases 
as a shield against appreciation pressures. In practice, the level of reserves is likely to influence FXI decisions beyond a 
certain threshold (Section III.B and footnote 20). This threshold is not considered in the model.  
 

38 The Taylor rule specification is used to mimic the actually observed behaviors of monetary policy. This does 
not necessarily mean that the central bank attempts to stabilize the exchange rate (ex ante). IT central banks will 
only react to exchange rate volatility that threatens the inflation target. 
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iii. Optimal Simples Rules 
 
The central bank is assumed to minimize a simple quadratic loss function (), which is a 
weighted sum of the volatility of output, inflation, interest rate changes as well as changes in 
the rate of depreciation. Under the pure float regime, the optimal simple rule implies 
choosing parameters h0, h1, h2 and h3 of the Taylor rule above. Under the managed float 
regime instead this implies choosing h0, h1, h2 of the Taylor rule and k4 of the Intervention 
rule. We note that for simplicity we are focusing on the type of intervention policy that 
targets the rate of depreciation and where k1, k2, k3=0. 

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞 = 𝑤𝑤𝜋𝜋𝑉𝑉𝑞𝑞𝑟𝑟(𝜋𝜋) + 𝑤𝑤𝑦𝑦𝑉𝑉𝑞𝑞𝑟𝑟(𝑦𝑦) + 𝑤𝑤∆𝑖𝑖 (∆𝑖𝑖) + 𝑤𝑤∆𝛿𝛿 𝑉𝑉𝑞𝑞𝑟𝑟 (∆𝛿𝛿)  
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